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Using a leg bag

A leg bag collects the urine that drains from your catheter.   
It can be worn under clothes where no one else can see it.

A leg bag attaches to your thigh 
or calf so you can move around 
while you wear it.  It can be held in 
place with straps or in a cloth sleeve.

On the bottom of the leg bag is  
a spout for emptying.  Always empty 
your leg bag when it is 1⁄ 2 to 2⁄ 3 full.  

Supplies you will  
 need to do this:

exam gloves (for caregiver)

soap and water

alcohol pad

container
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Continued on next page.
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 1.   Wash and dry your hands well.   
Use aseptic technique.  Ask your  
nurse for information on how to  
do this.   If your hands are not  
dirty, you may use a waterless  
alcohol-based hand rub instead.   
(If someone else is doing this, he  
or she must wear gloves.)

 2.   Unstrap the leg bag from your leg.

 3.   Open the spout, and drain  
the urine out of the bag into  
a container.  If your nurse has  
told you to, measure the urine  
before you flush it away in  
the toilet.   
 
Your nurse will give you  
a chart to keep track of  
the fluids going in and  
out of your body.

 4.   Wipe the spout with an alcohol  
pad.  Close the spout.

 5.   Wash and dry your hands well,  
or use a waterless alcohol-based  
hand rub.  Reattach the leg bag  
to your leg.

         

          Clean your leg bag every__________________________.

Replace your leg bag every________________________.
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Ask your nurse how often you should clean and replace your leg bag.

 AS, 33-34 and RK, 43 IV, 4
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Bedside drainage bag  
attached to leg bag

When you go to bed at night,  
you will need to attach a bedside 
drainage bag to your leg bag.   
This is attached to your leg bag  
by a tube.  It collects any urine  
that overflows from your leg bag  
while you sleep.

Supplies you will need to  
attach a bedside drainage bag:

bedside drainage bag and tube alcohol pads

exam gloves (for caregiver) container

soap and water or 

 alcohol-based hand rub 

at bedtime

 1.   Wash and dry your hands well* and put  
on gloves.  (If someone else is attaching  
the bedside bag, he or she must wash  
and dry hands and wear gloves.)

 2.    Before attaching your  
bedside drainage bag  
to your leg bag, unstrap  
and drain the leg bag.

 3.    Wipe the spout on  
the bottom of your  
leg bag with an alcohol  
pad.  Insert the tube on 
 the drainage bag into  
the spout of the leg bag.  
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Continued on next page.

* If your hands are not dirty, you may use a waterless  

 alcohol-based hand rub instead of soap and water.  
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 4. Attach the leg bag to your  
leg.  Hang the drainage bag 
below your leg bag on the 
side of your bed.  Do not put 
the legbag on the floor or 
hang it above your bladder.

 5.   Remove gloves.  Put gloves  
and alcohol pad in a plastic 
bag.  Throw the bag away.  

 6. Wash and dry your hands  
well, or use a waterless 
 alcohol-based hand rub. 

in the morning

 1.    Wash and dry your hands well 
(or use the waterless hand rub)  
and put on gloves.  Use aseptic  
technique.  Ask your nurse for  
information on how to do this.
(If someone else is taking the bag  
off, he or she must wash and dry 
hands and wear gloves.)

 2.    Unstrap the leg bag (with drainage  
bag and tube attached) from your leg.  

 3.    Open the spout on the drainage bag  
and empty it into a container.  If your  
nurse has told you to, measure the  
urine before you flush it in the toilet.   
Record the amount.  Ask your nurse  
for a chart.   
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 4.   Remove the drainage bag and  
tube from the leg bag.  Wipe off  
the cap to the leg bag spout and  
close it.  

 5.   Reattach the leg bag to your leg.

 6.  Clean the drainage bag and  
tubing using a mixture of 1 part  
white vinegar to 3 parts water.   
Hang them up to air dry.  

 7.    Take off gloves and throw away.  

 8.  Wash and dry your hands well, 
or use a waterless alcohol-based 
hand rub.

  

  Ask your nurse how often you  
should replace your drainage bag. 

Replace drainage bag every________________________
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Bedside drainage bag  
attached to catheter

When you go to bed at night, you will need to remove your 
leg bag from your catheter and attach a bedside drainage 
bag.  Clean your leg bag using a mixture of 1 part white 
vinegar to 3 parts water.  Let it air dry overnight.  This  
not only cleans the bag but also deodorizes it.  You can  
use a leg bag up to one month before replacing it.

Supplies you will need to attach a bedside drainage bag:

bedside drainage bag and tube alcohol pads

exam gloves (for caregiver) container

soap and water

 at bedtime

 1.   Wash and dry your hands well* and put on 
gloves.   (If someone else is attaching the 
bedside bag, he or she must wash and  
dry hands and wear gloves.)

 2.   Unstrap the leg bag from your leg. 

 3.   Open the spout on your leg bag and  
empty it into a container.  If your nurse  
has told you to, measure the urine  
before you flush it in the toilet.  Record 
the amount.  Ask your nurse for a chart.

 4.   Wipe the connection between the  
catheter and the leg bag with an  
alcohol pad. 
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 RK, 43

Continued on next page.

*If your hands are not dirty, you may use a waterless  

alcohol-based hand rub instead of soap and water.  
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 5.   Using your fingers, pinch  
the end of the catheter  
closed.  Disconnect the  
catheter from your leg  
bag tube with a twisting  
motion.  Quickly connect  
the bedside drainage tube  
and bag to the catheter.

 6.   Secure your catheter to the 
top of your thigh using tape 
or a cloth sleeve.  Ask your 
nurse to show you how.  
Remember to leave some 
slack in the line so you won’t 
pull on the catheter when 
you move your leg.

 7.   Put gloves and alcohol pad in  
a plastic bag and throw away.

 8.   Wash and dry hands  
well, or use a waterless  
alcohol-based hand rub.

 9.   Hang the drainage bag by  
its hook on the side of the  
bed.  Remember to keep  
the bag below the bladder  
level at all times to reduce  
the risk of infection.  But do  
not put the bag on the floor.
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in the morning

 1.   Wash and dry your hands well, or use a  
waterless alcohol-based hand rub.  Put  
on gloves.  (If someone else is taking the  
bag off, he or she must wash and dry  
hands and wear gloves.)

 2.   Have your clean leg bag close at hand.  
Wipe off the cap to the leg bag spout 
and close it.

 3.   Wipe the connection between the 
catheter and your drainage tube with 
an alcohol pad before disconnecting.  

 4.   Using your fingers, pinch  
the end of the catheter closed.  
Disconnect the catheter from  
your drainage tube with a  
twisting motion.

 5.   Wipe the connection between the  
catheter and your leg bag with an  
alcohol pad.  Connect the catheter  
to your leg bag.  Attach the bag to  
you leg using tape or a cloth sleeve.

 6.   Remove the drainage bag from  
the hook on the side of your bed.

 7.   Open the spout on the drainage bag  
and empty it into a container.  If your  
nurse has told you to, measure the urine  
before you flush it in the toilet.  Record  
the amount.  Ask your nurse for a chart.
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Continued on next page.
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 8.   Rinse the drainage bag and tubing. 
Clean them with a mixture of 1 part  
white vinegar to 3 parts water.   
Hang them up to dry.

 9.   Take off gloves (if you used them),  
and throw away.

 10.   Wash and dry your hands well or use  
a waterless alcohol-based hand rub.

Ask your nurse how often you  
  should replace your drainage bag. 

Replace drainage bag every________________________

_________________________________________________
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